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investment decisions employed by our members. It’s your money. Be wise.
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Futures Market Predicts 100% Chance of Fed Rate Cut Next Week

Global Central Banks Are Moving To Slash Interest Rates
While investors still expect the Federal Reserve to cut interest rates for the ﬁrst time in a decade at this month’s FOMC
policy meeting (July 30,31), Australia and South Korea have already begun slashing rates at their most recent
meetings. In fact, the growing list of central banks that have recently cut interest rates is rising quickly and includes
New Zealand, India, Malaysia, the Philippines, and Indonesia, to name a few. So too, the European Central Bank (ECB)
announced last week its
intention to lower interest rates
for the ﬁrst time since 2016. The
rate cuts, which would be
Europe’s ﬁrst since 2016, would
drive already negative interest
rate levels even further into
negative territory. In addition to
lower interest rates, the ECB also
hinted at a new round of
quantitative easing (QE) in the
form of bond purchases.
According to ECB chief, Mario
Draghi, the economic outlook “is
getting worse and worse.” We
expect global monetary easing to
continue in the coming months.

The Storm is Coming: 22 Trillion Reasons To Get Financially Prepared
Last week, the U.S. House of Representatives passed a
$324 billion budget deal along with a two-year debt
ceiling extension, which should theoretically delay any
government debt default until after the 2020 elections.
That’s good news for President Trump, but it's bad news
for the U.S. taxpayers, who are already saddled with a
mounting $22 trillion national debt. (That’s around
$183,000 of Federal government debt per taxpayer!)
America’s twin deﬁcits are exploding higher as
Washington appears to be casting off all restraint in its
pillaging of the public treasury. Excess on Wall Street
reigns supreme as the derivative bubble continues to
expand at a dangerous pace. Meanwhile, personal debt
is climbing rapidly. Mortgage, student loan and credit
card debt levels are all at or near record highs. From the
White House to Wall Street and down to Main Street,
Americans are continuing to specialize in consumption,
not production. It should be obvious that none of this will
end well. Do you have a ﬁnancial plan to weather the
inevitable economic storm?

Source: USDebtClock.org

China’s Soybean Purchases From U.S. Collapse To 2004 Low

Amazon’s Q2 Earnings Disappoint On Rising One-Day Delivery Costs
Last week, Amazon.com reported Q2 earnings but failed
to meet Wall Street expectations on its net income as the
company continues to invest heavily in shifting from its
current two-day shipping model to one-day delivery.
The stock is hovering just below a new all-time high with a
$2025 breakout entry appearing overhead.

Click here to listen

S&P 500 Index

Market Commentary by Jerry Robinson
The S&P 500 index remains in a strong Position uptrend and continues to be supported by a
Long-Term uptrend. The S&P 500 index closed at a fresh all-time high on Friday ahead of next
week’s Federal Reserve’s highly anticipated policy meeting (July 30, 31) where ofﬁcials are
widely expected to cut U.S. interest rates for the ﬁrst time in a decade. As of last Thursday, the
futures market indicated an 81% probability of a 25 basis point rate cut at the meeting with a
much smaller 19% probability of a 50 basis point rate cut. I am personally expecting a 25 basis
point rate cut and expect even more rate cuts in 2019. Weakening economic growth ﬁgures are
helping build the case for lower interest rates from the Fed. On Friday, the Federal government
released its Q2 GDP growth ﬁgures, revealing that the economy expanded at a tepid 2.1%
annual rate during the prior three months. Meanwhile, investment slipped by 5.5% last quarter
despite promises of rising investment in the wake of the $1.5 trillion tax cuts... (Keep reading)
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S&P 500
S&P 500 Closes At New All-Time High
The S&P 500 index remains in a
strong Position uptrend and
continues to be supported by a
Long-Term uptrend.
The S&P 500 rose 1.63% last week
after managing to hold above the
key psychological area of $3000.
The market appears poised to
continue its bullish march with an
increasingly accommodative
Federal Reserve.
The index closed at $3025 on
Friday. Year-to-date, the index has
risen nearly 21%. Read more

Dow Jones
Dow Jones Holds 27,000, 14 EMA Support
weekly
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hourly

The “Dividend Aristocrats” List - July 2019 Update
The “Dividend Aristocrats” list is composed of an exclusive list of U.S. stocks that have been paying -- and
increasing -- their annual dividend for at least 25 consecutive years. View all 57 stocks here.
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Nasdaq
Nasdaq Closes At New All-Time High On Strong Tech Earnings

U.S. Dollar ETF
U.S. Dollar Rises To New 2019 High, Even As Fed Preps Rate Cut

Physical Gold
Gold Holds 14 EMA But Could Still Test New $1350 Support

ETF TREND ALERTS
Every Friday, our research team reviews more than 100 leading ETFs and provides our latest
trend analysis to our members. When we detect a new uptrend forming in one of the ETFs we
track, we alert our members in The Robinson Report and add the ETF to our uptrend model
portfolios. This weekend ETF uptrend alert service is used by hundreds of active traders within
our membership community. Currently, we have three primary model portfolios: Commodity
ETFs, Global ETFs, and High Tech Trailblazer ETFs. We also rate the leading world currencies
here. On the following pages, you will ﬁnd this weekend’s newest uptrend alerts.

Latest P.A.C.E. ETF Alerts

Added to Portfolio
On Alert Date At Alert Price

No New Uptrend Alerts this week

We issue new ETF buy/sell alerts
every weekend
(Join now for instant access)
View Entire Model Portfolio

P.A.C.E. ETF Leaders of the Week
Platinum ETF
+1.95% Last Week

Water ETF
+1.58% Last Week

Palladium ETF
+1.06% Last Week

Silver ETF

+0.92% Last Week

Cannabis/Hemp ETF
Cannabis Stocks Having Tough Summer; Still Up YTD
The cannabis industry has had a tough
summer after being rocked by a series of
scandals amid continuing regulatory
deadlock.
We issued a new Long-Term uptrend alert on
MJ and added it to both our P.A.C.E. and
Trailblazer ETF portfolio back on January 11
at $31.06. While the ETF rose 26% from that
alert within two months, it peaked in March
and has been falling ever since. We issued a
new Long-Term downtrend alert and closed
our position on June 14. Though MJ has
fallen sharply, it is still up year-to-date.
We’ll continue monitoring the industry and
alert you when the next uptrend begins!

And The Top U.S. Cannabis Company Is…
Back on March 27, I made an addition to our 2019 Cannabis
Investment Portfolio: Curaleaf (CURLF). At the time, I added shares
of the company at $8.39.
On Friday, I added more shares of CURLF at $7.76 and view the
company as a long-term hold with a 5-10 year time horizon.
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Through an aggressive marketing strategy, Curaleaf has managed
to get its product line placed within major retail outlets throughout
the U.S., like Walgreen and CVS. In addition, the company’s
successful acquisition strategy has led it to become America’s
largest cannabis company, based on revenues. This is especially
due to the company’s recent purchase of its former competitor, GR
Companies, for $875 million in cash and stock.

So far, I have been impressed with Curaleaf’s management style and
also like that the company trades for just 4 times this year’s
revenues. I see plenty of potential upside ahead for CURLF over the
next several years, especially as U.S. laws become increasingly
favorable to the cannabis industry.

Latest Global ETF Alerts

Added to Portfolio
On Alert Date At Alert Price

ALERT: China (GXC) Enters New Position Uptrend

We issued two new ETF buy alerts
(for members) on this page
ALERT: Belgium (EWK) Enters New Long-Term Uptrend
(Join now for instant access)
View Entire Model Portfolios

Global ETF Leaders of the Week
Argentina ETF
+2.41% Last Week

Greece ETF

+2% Last Week

Austria ETF

+2.11% Last Week

Belgium ETF
+1.76% Last Week

Latest Trailblazer ETF Trend Alerts

Added to Portfolio
On Alert Date At Alert Price

ALERT: Industrial Innovation (ARKQ) Enters New Uptrend

We issued one new ETF buy alert
(for members) on this page
(Join now for instant access)
View Entire Model Portfolios

Trailblazer ETF Leaders of the Week
Internet ETF

Mobile Payments ETF
+3.09% Last Week

+3.22% Last Week

Genomics ETF
+2.6% Last Week

Information Tech ETF
+2.59% Last Week
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Sector ETF Rotation Portfolio Commentary
Every quarter, we adjust our Sector ETF Rotation Portfolio based on the relative strength of
each sector during the quarter.
For Q3 2019, we are maintaining all of the same holdings as we held in Q2.

LEARN WHICH SECTOR ETFS WE OWN THIS QUARTER
(Join now for instant access)
Utilities Sector ETF (XLU)
Real Estate Sector ETF (XLRE)
Technology Sector ETF (XLK)

2019 Trend Trading
Online Bootcamp

August 24
8:30am-5pm CST
Special All-Day Online Learning Event

$997 $297/per person
(Early Bird Discount)
Learn to earn from the comfort of your home...

Reserve Your Seat
followthemoney.com/bootcamp

MODEL TRADES
Daily Trading Diary Portfolio
learn more

Get our daily trading idea
By email/text
Long-Term
(Join now for instant access)
Investor
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Rankings

MODEL TRADES
Recently Closed Model Trades
view more

Goal
We aim to earn
1%-5% in 1 to
5 days on each
of our daily
trading ideas.
We cut our
losers and let
our winners
run.
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Talk to Financial Advisor -- Free of Charge
Have you heard of our Christian Advisor Referral
(C.A.R.) service? It is a network of Bible-believing
ﬁnancial advisors helping people just like you turn
your hard-earned money into a solid retirement
game plan using sound ﬁnancial strategies. Simply
complete our secure online questionnaire, and let
us connect you with a highly-experienced advisor
for a 100% free, no strings attached consultation.
Learn More
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